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IOWA RIVER

DIRTY WATER

Some avid anglers rethink their need to go fishing in the "impaired" Iowa River

BY JASON PULLIAM  DES Moines

Jason Baxter grew up in Iowa City and has won three state championships in bass fishing thanks to "pretty much anything."

"But the fishing is getting a little bit worse," the Urbandale resident said.

Iowa River water quality will improve, but Baxter, a University of Iowa student and West High graduate,IRC. 2005, has been thinking more about the years people who do not carp er the Iowa River. But then again, he said, sometimes, it is difficult to hold a grudge.

"I have heard rumors that people don't like the fish, but you also have a few people who like them," he said.

Upon learning that the state Department of Natural Resources has labeled the river "impaired" because of high levels of an excess nitrate, Baxter said people who fish the river should think about the future of the Iowa River.

"I think I'd probably say it's not something I would fish for the same reasons," he said. "I'm not sure as a whole it wouldn't make a difference because the number of people who fish wouldn't make a second impact, but it could make a difference because the number of people who fish wouldn't make a second impact, but it could make a difference because of the number of people who fish."
Despite low pay, students still chase education degree

By Susan Elgin

Despite the state's continued push to make teachers more competitive, the state's average teaching degree is education, officials said.

Teachers' salaries in Iowa have fallen steadily since the mid-1990s, according to the National Education Association's 2010 annual report, which ranked Iowa 41st in the country for average teacher pay. Iowa is now at the bottom of that list.

When you compare Iowa salaries to the national average, you'll find that Iowa teachers earn 24 percent less than the national average, according to the report.

The state's average teaching degree is education, said Costa Dally-Kwan, president of the Iowa Federation of Teachers.

"There are so many other things that they can do with their degrees," Dally-Kwan said. "They can work in schools, they can work in politics, they can work in any number of fields. There are so many more things that they can do, and I think that's why they choose to go into teaching."
PHILADELPHIA — In a rare, unscripted moment, President Bush received an ovation from outside experts that roughly 20,000 people around the world have heard as a result of the initial invasion. An unscripted moment, the president expressed to the Iraqis, "We've had a chance to speak..." Bush, who has been in the lead since the beginning of the war, has now garnered an official figure but is still repeating public estimates. He refused to take questions. He refused to take questions. He refused to take questions.

"The war is on if you believe they have the necessary confidence," said David Marquardt, director of the Stanford Medical Center for Whirlwind Urges. "We know that this research saves lives. We cannot let up."
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IRAQ VOTING BEGINS; MILITANTS CALL VOTING ‘SATANIC’

BY PATРИCK DUNN

IRAQIabaal

BAGHDAD, Iraq — Senators, patrons, and prisoners began voting Monday in national elections, three days ahead of the general population, while insurgents threatened the balloting as a “satanic process” and called on the electorate to avoid polling stations.

The Iraqi vote was about much more than the number of Sunnis, Arabs, Kurds, and Shiites who turned out to cast ballots, with many openly threatening violence to disrupt voting as in the run-up to the 2005 election.

“Iraqi Arabs still have more difficult work ahead, and our coalition and a new Iraqi government will face many challenges,” President Bush said.

The statement was signed but was written in a style familiar to extremist factions. It was released by the Department of Justice, andBush said, “I would say 100 percent.”

When asked whether the rest of the government would support the statement, Bush said, “We’re working on it.”

Another official said the rest of the government would support the statement, but that it would not support the statement by the “Sunni Arab minority.” The development, which could create a political vacuum capable of winning the election for desperate Sunni Arab officials and the insurgents who support them, would undo the political gains made by Sunni Arab politicians in the past five years.

The U.S.-led multinational force and 99 percent of all eligible detainees held in facilities under its control participated in the vote. It did not release the number of detainees held in facilities under its control who participated in the vote. It did not release the number of detainees held in facilities under its control who participated in the vote. It did not release the number of detainees held in facilities under its control who participated in the vote. It did not release the number of detainees held in facilities under its control who participated in the vote. It did not release the number of detainees held in facilities under its control who participated in the vote.

Asked about the number of detainees held by the U.S., the official said, “We’re working on it.”

Ina September, an Al-Jazeera correspondent who was captured by the U.S. military said that 13 prisoners were hospitalized when the alleged incidents took place. The station did not say how it obtained the footage or when the alleged incident took place.

Asked about the number of detainees held by the U.S., the official said, “We’re working on it.”
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U.N. probe finds Syrians involved in killing


**BY W. JOHN MCMILLAN**

UNITED NATIONS — A U.N. probe into the assassination of Lebanon's former prime minister Rafiq Hariri, which ended Monday with diplomats from 45 countries participating in the annual U.N. Security Council meeting, laid out evidence that strengthens its suspicions of Syrian and Lebanese involvement in the Feb. 14 slaying and said Syria has neither admitted nor denied involvement in the assassination.

Algerian Ambassador Abdallah Bouchaou said that Monday's report showed Syria had repeatedly requested its withdrawal from the probe into the assassination of Hariri and that Syria strongly denied any involvement.

"That is not cooperation, and Siemens, that is not an admission of guilt," Bouchaou said.

The report and its recommendations were made public just as a Syrian human rights activist released the findings of a report showing that Syria has engaged in a campaign of continued manipulation against Syria."
Santas’s Legend Lives On, in Front Yards & Malls

By Patrick Reed

The Daily Iowan

While others were a safety hazard by their sheer woodsmanship, hand-carved from wood, Santa Claus entered the pantheon of holiday tradition, growing in confidence and fertility. The earliest movies for the adult film industry included “The Redhead in Love” (1996), “Iowa City, Iowa” (1998), and “The Redhead in Love” (1999), among others.

While others were a safety hazard by their sheer woodsmanship, hand-carved from wood, Santa Claus entered the pantheon of holiday tradition, growing in confidence and fertility. The earliest movies for the adult film industry included “The Redhead in Love” (1996), “Iowa City, Iowa” (1998), and “The Redhead in Love” (1999), among others.

The origins of Santa Claus are complex and filled with lore. According to ancient folklore, Santa Claus was a 4th-century Christian saint known as Nicholas, who brought gifts to the poor. However, the modern-day Santa Claus as we know him is based on a Dutch folk character named Sinterklaas, who was later transformed into the beloved Christmas figure we know today.

Santa Claus, also known as Father Christmas in England, is widely regarded as the bringer of joy and gift-giving during the holiday season. However, despite the widespread acceptance of Santa Claus, there are some who question his existence and the excessive commercialization of the holiday season.

Photo Essay

Santa’s Address

Iowa City Antique Mall, 307 E. Gilbert, Iowa City

Santa’s legacy, like many other cultural icons, has evolved over time. In the early 20th century, Santa Claus achieved widespread popularity through the publication of Clement Clarke Moore’s poem “A Visit from St. Nicholas” in 1823. The poem, which describes Santa Claus’ journey through the windows of poor children’s homes, has been a staple of holiday literature ever since.

However, despite the widespread acceptance of Santa Claus, there are some who question his existence and the excessive commercialization of the holiday season.

Santa Claus is a beloved figure in American culture, and his image has become synonymous with Christmas spirit and goodwill. Despite the criticisms, Santa Claus remains a cherished part of American holiday tradition, and his legacy lives on in the hearts and minds of people around the world.
Pollution could affect Iowa River fish

IOWA RIVER

“...in the spring, you’ll see leaders, developers, everybody loves them,” Foreman said, despite E. coli.

“Water quality is an issue,” Foreman said. “Iowa River is not only a major river, but it is also a river that is heavily used by people for recreation and fishing. The E. coli level that is monitored regularly is crucial for ensuring the health of the river and its users. The Iowa River is located in the state of Iowa and flows through several counties, including Johnson County, where Foreman is based. The river is a major source of water for agriculture, industry, and recreation. The Iowa River is also part of the larger Mississippi River drainage basin, which flows through the Midwest United States.

Since June, Foreman and her team have been sampling water in the river, and the results have been troubling. The E. coli level has increased significantly, reaching levels that are considered unsafe for human contact.
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When experts don't know best

The inaccuracy of economic predictions made by experts has been a frequent topic of conversation in recent years. When experts don't know best, it often leads to a closer examination of their predictions and the reasons behind them.

The inability of experts to accurately predict economic outcomes is not a new phenomenon. In fact, the inaccuracy of economic predictions made by experts has been a frequent topic of conversation in recent years. When experts don't know best, it often leads to a closer examination of their predictions and the reasons behind them.

Recent studies have shown that economic predictions made by experts are often inaccurate. This is because economic predictions are based on assumptions that are often not valid. In addition, economic predictions are often influenced by political considerations.

While economic predictions are important, it is important to remember that they are not always accurate. When experts don't know best, it is important to be skeptical of their predictions and to look for other sources of information.

In conclusion, the inaccuracy of economic predictions made by experts is a concern that needs to be addressed. It is important to be skeptical of their predictions and to look for other sources of information. This will help ensure that economic decisions are made on the basis of accurate information.

Reference:
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PULLING UP THE COVERS

In this first of three stories about the culture of cover music, local bands Public Property and Goldbricker discuss cover songs as a learning tool, live-music safety net, and a practice they strive to shed as the groups build their own musical portfolios.

BY TONY A. SOLANO

In a little more than two years, best bosses band Public Property has cultivated more than 25 songs of its own. The group's members have also preserved the Midwest totes and re-created a dedicated local following. But the biggest show it has played past the local and midtown stage is perhaps the best song — think Johnny Cash's "Folsom Prison Blues" — that the band's respectful respect for its own history.

Goldbricker similarly love songs from artists from the past, sometimes to the point of making bad records. But while Public Property guitarists enjoy doing a cover band and take part in the live scene, the midtown band's focus is to make a cover performance into an art form, the "like trying to hear the world that you can't hear, the world that you didn't know existed," said bass player Andy Parker.

BY JENNA SOLANO

The closest Goldbricker has come to a cover band is to tour opening for other bands on the same tour. Sometimes, they feel they have something they could have done on their own. Still, for both bands, a cover song "is a bit of a crutch before anything else you do," said Goldbricker frontman David Bess.

The closest Goldbricker has come to a cover band is to tour opening for other bands on the same tour. Sometimes, they feel they have something they could have done on their own. Still, for both bands, a cover song "is a bit of a crutch before anything else you do," said Goldbricker frontman David Bess.

Both Public Property and Goldbricker are experimenting with cover songs as a learning tool, live-music safety net, and a practice they strive to shed as the groups build their own musical portfolios.

Cover bands have a few tricks up their sleeves — at least one important trick, to find an answer to the question: What is a cover band doing? See the story online at www.prairieightsbooks.com or call 1-800-285-BOOK (2665).

The Daily Iowan - Iowa City, Iowa; Tuesday, December 16, 2008 - 4A

CD REVIEW

American City Cat

BY ANNA WIEGENSTEIN

{quote}You're the kind of people that have life. You know that you can turn anything into a music project. {quote}
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We want the faculty to have raises. They need that. But they can't rob Peter to pay Paul.'

— Heather Waddell Gruber, COGS vice president

**COGS protests TA move**

**COGS**

**CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1A**

**GRADING**

Campaign to Organize Graduate Students' grade for the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences

Committee to undergraduates Education 1

Support of Teaching Research students

Improving Communication Skills

The exact number of reduced positions will depend on state funding, Reaney said, but he acknowledged that any cuts will mean larger class sizes.

The college has tried to avoid cutting TA positions by redistributing sections into larger classes, as redistributed continuing education, Kearney said.

Continuing Education, Kearney said.

Teaching assistants from front to back: Jose Schwartz, MaryAnn Martin, and Robin Johnson participate in a "Glow-in" on Monday afternoon in Schaefer Hall. About 60 TA-graded papers in the hallway to protest possible TA cuts in the College of Arts and Sciences. Patrick Dray, the COGS president, said he wants a meaningful conversation with the university about how TA cuts will affect the quality of education.

"We want the faculty to have raises," she said. "They need that. But they can't rob Peter to pay Paul."

Sarah Weston "The Daily Iowan"
Swimming through here

I wasn't even one of the schools I was looking at. [I] avoided me recruiting trip at the beginning of the spring, and I just really liked it here.

— Paul Divan, junior

BY MICHAEL SCHMITZ

Corry's first swimming trials for a national meet were in one of the most intense environments he could have wished for.

Corry grew up in a household with an Olympic swimmer father and a swimming coach mother. His father, Michael Morgan, was a six-time Olympic swimming medalist, and his mother, Barbara, was a three-time Olympic swimming medalist. His brother, Lucas, is also an Olympic swimmer.

The brothers have been swimming together since they were young children. They have trained together their entire lives and have been competing against each other for many years.

The brothers have a strong bond and have always supported each other. They have a mutual respect for each other's abilities and have pushed each other to be their best. They have always been each other's biggest fans and have cheered each other on throughout their careers.

The brothers have trained together since they were very young children. They have been swimming together for many years and have always been each other's biggest fans.

Lucas Divan, a senior, has been swimming for Corry since he was very young. He has always been his brother's biggest fan and has always pushed him to be his best. He has always been there to support him and has always been his biggest cheerleader.
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Young V-ball Hawks look ahead

BY RYAN LONG

Cindy Frederick's second season as the Iowa volleyball coach filled with numerous ups and downs, especially in how the overall mark and a 14-16 mark in Big Ten play, the program was still inconsistent in the way it had taken place. However, she also saw her team finish much more to prove, especially because its members are so young. "Some of our freshmen are so fresh," said Frederick. "We're working to smooth out and play at this level as a freshman, and, considering the number of kids that we had on the court at one time, it was pretty amazing what they did." The Hawkeyes began the season with a lot of momentum, but an early loss to No. 1 Nebraska in a winning record and finishing Northern Iowa for the first time since 1986.

Just weeks into Big Ten action, the Hawkeyes had a 14-1 mark and a 14-1 mark in Big Ten play. However, the team finished with a 14-1 mark, but it was still relatively unknown in winning circles.

"In the state of Texas, this year, especially at defensive back, there are a lot of great players," said Frederick. "And in winning circles, it may be one of the reasons a goal such as how hard it plays at lot of goals.

Patrick listed speed and aggressiveness as Valai's greatest strengths.

Valai, who grew up in a "pretty tough" Chicago neighborhood, said he was his parents' "way" to the way they treat you here and because you want to learn things to be somebody." And he will be somebody, at least on the field, if he can help.

"Most colleges my senior are a major college, but that was important," said Frederick. "You can't play by the way you treat you here and because you want to learn things to be somebody." And he will be somebody, at least on the field, if he can help.

"Most of our team is the way they treat you here and because you want to learn things to be somebody." And he will be somebody, at least on the field, if he can help.

"Most of our team is the way they treat you here and because you want to learn things to be somebody." And he will be somebody, at least on the field, if he can help.

"Most of our team is the way they treat you here and because you want to learn things to be somebody." And he will be somebody, at least on the field, if he can help.

"Most of our team is the way they treat you here and because you want to learn things to be somebody." And he will be somebody, at least on the field, if he can help.

"Most of our team is the way they treat you here and because you want to learn things to be somebody." And he will be somebody, at least on the field, if he can help.
It was a crucial part of the game, we needed a three and out," said McMahon. "It's such a big moment. We have to keep it going for as long as possible. It's something that I always remember.'

Babineaux continued, "Ferris was an extremely important player. He was a great leader. He was always on the field, no matter what. He was a true team player."
Audit finds Colorado football funds a mess

BY EDDIE PELLS

DENVER — In another scandal that has entangled the Colorado football program, state auditors said Monday that former coach Gary Barnett's off-season camp, worth more than $400,000, was more than a football program — it was a business venture for the school's athletics and the coach.

The state auditors said in a 72-page report that Barnett's for-profit camp and sold repeated examples of financial disclosures to the state.

Missing paperwork, a lack of spending controls, even a failure to check the criminal backgrounds of campers — all of which point to a need for big changes, the Boulder report said.

But Barnett called the audit "inaccurate" and "full of mistakes." He said the state auditors said the audit "is not true." Barnett stepped down last week, though the report was released under the school's leadership.

Barnett's attorney, John Brown, a Boulder professor, said Barnett's departure was a failure "within the school's department." But it was his business, he said.

The worst audit I've seen in 15 years in office," Brown said.

Auditors said they were several to determine where $50,000 paid to Barnett's for-profit camp, worth more than $400,000, was spent.

The audit found Barnett's firm, Barnett's Football Camps, made and purchased $38,000 in equipment and paid $23,000 in salaries and wages. Barnett also paid $3,000 to a travel agent.

Barnett also paid $103,000 to an auditing firm that was hired by Barnett to audit the camp. Barnett also paid $328,000 to a law firm that was hired by Barnett to audit the camp.

The audit also found that Barnett's firm, Barnett's Football Camps, made and purchased $38,000 in equipment and paid $23,000 in salaries and wages. Barnett also paid $3,000 to a travel agent.

Barnett also paid $103,000 to an auditing firm that was hired by Barnett to audit the camp. Barnett also paid $328,000 to a law firm that was hired by Barnett to audit the camp.

The audit also found that Barnett's firm, Barnett's Football Camps, made and purchased $38,000 in equipment and paid $23,000 in salaries and wages. Barnett also paid $3,000 to a travel agent.

Barnett also paid $103,000 to an auditing firm that was hired by Barnett to audit the camp. Barnett also paid $328,000 to a law firm that was hired by Barnett to audit the camp.

The audit also found that Barnett's firm, Barnett's Football Camps, made and purchased $38,000 in equipment and paid $23,000 in salaries and wages. Barnett also paid $3,000 to a travel agent.

Barnett also paid $103,000 to an auditing firm that was hired by Barnett to audit the camp. Barnett also paid $328,000 to a law firm that was hired by Barnett to audit the camp.
WANTED ROOMMATE

(319) 325-1825

Bulin one bedroom with utilities. Bedrom

WANTED ROOMMATE

(319) 351-2171

Three four bedroom, two bedrooms, $450 per month.

WANTED ROOMMATE

(311) 400-2787, (311) 336-2184.

December available, utilities, nice, bedroom.

Two bedroom, $300 per month, available at 11AM or 3:00PM, (319) 621-1462.

Weekly surcharge of $1.63, (per word) $1.14, (per line) $3.38, (per column) $6.75, for a maximum of 10 words per item.

Maximum 3 words per item. Deadline is 11AM, by the deadline, limit one item per advertisement, whole words only. (No hyphens, no abbreviations.)

Deadline for submitting items to the calendar columns is 1PM, two days prior to publication. Names may be edited for length, and in general will not be published more than once. Notices which are commercial advertisements will not be accepted. Please print clearly.

Event

Sponsor

Date, time

Yes

No
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Classified Ad Details

Ad:

Name

Address

City

State

Zip

Phone

Email

Ad Information: # of Days Category Cost:

Additional Information: 12 words $1.50 per word, Cost covers entire 7-day period.

Notes:

NO REFUNDS.

Deadline is 11AM, previous working day. No submittals will be accepted after deadline.

Additional information is available at our office location.

See our classifieds for more information.

OR SALE ONDO

FOR SALE BY OWNER

2027 Laurence Court

Property, privacy, price -- you can have it all. Completely updated 2BD, 2BA, with eat-in kitchen, wood-burning fireplace, beautiful landscaping. Two stores for $100,000. 1 day from Univ. on 217 wooded acres. Private neighborhood. One floor, first floor has 2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms. Call 319-466-1510.

NO SNOW TO SHOVEL!

Condo for sale in newest east side neighborhood. 3 bedrooms, fireplace, covered porch, breakfast bar and dining area. 2 car detached garage, all appliances included. washer/dryer. Immediate possession. Call Stephanie Centers at 366-5050 or 366-1900.

FOR SALE BY OWNER

FOR SALE BY OWNER

Top floor condo with beautiful master view! 2204 Holiday Road Coralville $96,500

FOR SALE BY OWNER

Two bedroom efficiency, 503 Emerald Street, Iowa City.

FOR SALE BY OWNER

Commercial Property

FOR SALE BY OWNER

Real Estate

ESTATE PROPERTIES

HOME FOR SALE

Photo of your House/Condo/Duplex... Your Words. This Size... RUNS FOR 6 WEEKS!

$150

Call 333-5784

Emerson Court

3 BEDROOMS

3 OFFICE

3 BATHROOMS

$2,700

FILL IN THE BLANK

FOR SALE

BY OWNER

THE DAILY IOWAN CLASSIFIED AD BLANK

Write ad using one word per line. Minimum ad is 6 words.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Name

Address

City

State

Zip

Phone

Email

Ad Information: # of Days Category Cost:

Additional Information: 12 words $1.50 per word, Cost covers entire 7-day period.

Notes:

NO REFUNDS.

Deadline is 11AM, previous working day. No submittals will be accepted after deadline.

Additional information is available at our office location.

See our classifieds for more information.
**DAILY BREAK**

**today's events**

- Career Services Employment Expo: Activation Station, 10:30 a.m., C200, Pantherama Center
- Sugar 'n Spices, Iowa City area girls' elite basketball club, ICBC Colonnade Atrium
- Everything Is Illuminated, 7 p.m., Bijou
- Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, and Allied Christian Coffeehouse, 7 p.m., Student Center, 120 N. Dubuque
- Holiday Pops, Cedar Rapids Symphony, Henry Cram Smith, conductor, 7:30 p.m., Hancher Auditorium
- Winter Concert, Iowa City Community Baptist Church, 7:30 p.m., Eagles Theatre, 211 E. Burlington
- Radio Compendium, Radio Dancing, 4 p.m., radio, Mel, 138 E. Burlington
- Concert Night, 9 p.m., Yacht Club, 11 S. Linn
- Dear Wendy, 9 p.m., Bijou
- Free Food for Thought, 9:30 p.m. midnight, United Campus Ministry, 500 N. Clinton
- **BUSY, BUT THEY CAN'T**

**horoscopes**

*December 13, 2005* - By Eugenie Land

ARIES (March 21-April 19) Good times are headed your way, so stop being so afraid to make a move. Now is the time to face bad and not-so-great situations and see what your courage looks like, and what control.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) Your hard work will be appreciated if you can letting your stubborn attitude take over. You should take suitable and confident about what you are doing. Allow others to see the best of you.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20) You have excellent new friends who are not afraid to change, but also a foreign partnership you are involved in. It requires when it comes to dealing with money matters. If you are a person to find a solution, you will see the day and gain respect from those waiting for you to make a decision.

CANCER (June 21-July 22) The moment of change when you have been waiting for. A change in your location or making new friends will give you a new lease on life. Take a chance on the unknown.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) Someone is coming to close what is the same thing you do. From now on a creative spirit can get you getting out of the house and away from head-

**happy birthday to...**

E-mail first and last names, age, and dates of birth to daily渑news@uiowa.edu at least two days in advance.

**The 4th Floor**

by Troy Holliatz

- **DILBERT @**

by Scott Adams

- **IT HAS NO PHONE NUMBERS, YOU CAN CALL PEOPLE AND SENDER THEY'LL BE HAPPY TO DO THE SAME TO YOU.**

- **WHY THE CROWD WILL STAND UP TO SAVE A DOG BUT NOT A HANDFUL OF ARTISTS?**

- **YOU MEAN NOTHING, I'M JUST WALKING SOMEPLACE...**

- **DEPRESSED**

- **YOU WOULD BE MORE OF A GOOD-TIME JUKEBOX IF YOU HAD SOME ENDOCRINE?s**

**Doonesbury**

by Garry Trudeau

- **You are actually a very good-looking person.**

- **This is the last time I am going to tease you.**

**The Daily Iowan**

Home for delivery, phone 335-5783